Mediating Social Network Education Teaching OOP
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Abstract This article examines the practice of teaching object-oriented programming technology through social networking educational Redu and presents the functional requirements for improving the process of teaching. Observations were done in the classroom and online. Preliminary results indicate that social networking has proved to be an innovative teaching method and presents itself as an effective tool helping teachers in educational practice.
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1. Introduction

The programming language courses in this content areas are related to computing. Introductory disciplines to programming language require students to develop skills of logical reasoning, problem solving and abstraction [1]. According to [2] the paradigm of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) is a fundamental topic in Computer Science, as is most present in different languages and programming environments in use today (C + +, Java, C #, Python, Ruby, PHP, Perl). The OOP has been seen as not only fundamental content of computer courses but also courses in the area of technology such as engineering [4].

To [3] the big problem in teaching OOP is not the object-oriented paradigm, but the lack of tools and environments that can support teaching practice. Tools and environments available for teaching OOP are usually very complex and difficult to navigate both by teachers and by the students. Researches have been developed, such as [12], in order to develop methods and environments that support the teaching of OOP.

In this study, we sought evidence that would allow us to conclude whether the use of a social network can improve the educational practice of teaching OOP. The assumption that a collaborative environment can support the teacher in teaching OOP since it provides a description of contents, availability of resources to use the programming language within the environment, and presents the possibility of application testing with exercises to fix content, among other features. Thus the use of such a collaborative platform could support the teacher's teaching practice and provide students and teacher interaction beyond time and space of the classroom.

This research aims identify the requirements from the needs with the use of social networking in Education-specifically about teaching practices of Object Oriented Programming (OOP). The identification of needs is intended to enable the teaching practice in Redu, in Object Oriented Programming is as simple and effective. From the survey of requirements we’ll be able to identify features that help teacher to examine the practice of planning, teaching and assessment to improve the effectiveness of their activities. For this, we will examine the teaching practice in the environment of an educational social network.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the use of collaborative environments in teaching Object Oriented Programming and Collaboration. Section 3 presents the Redu educational social network, environment used for teaching OOP. Section 4 deals with the method. Section 5 presents the first results obtained and a discussion about them. In section 6 will show the Functional Requirements Established and finally section 7 presents the conclusions and future work.

2. Teaching OOP in Collaborative Environments

Teaching programming and modeling using object-oriented methods has become common in the introduction of computer science for the last ten years. The POO, [18] is a new way of thinking about the process of decomposing the problem and develop programming solutions. Some research indicates that learning the paradigm of object oriented programming is more difficult than other paradigms [19].

Several alternatives have been considered to support the teaching of OOP such as learning based games [12], and the creation of teaching methodologies such as OOP iPoo [20] and the mode of teaching learning in Cyclo [5]. The virtual learning environments have been seen as tools that can provide alternative and complementary collaborative
learning experience. Communication, coordination and cooperation are essential elements for the realization of a collaborative activity. The communication directs the action and must be done in order to negotiate and exchange information with other members. Coordination must occur before the activity is started-through planning, and during the execution of tasks, so that the activity is carried out successfully. The cooperation will occur during the joint realization of the tasks required to complete an activity is defined as an activity of exchanging information in a group whose members are responsible for their own learning, but are encouraged to participate in the learning process of others members. Thus, each member acts as the manager of their learning process and as an active participant in the learning process of the other members. This takes teachers to interact more intensively with students during the teaching of OOP. Thus collaboration creates new opportunities for learning among students, which can benefit the use of tutoring in a language [9].

The collaborative teaching mediated or collaborative learning environment-e-learning-is an instructional method through which many students are grouped virtually in order to achieve a common academic goal. Students may come from different places. The purpose of the collaborative e-learning is to promote the group as a whole, fostering the features of each individual use. So when in a group, these resources can be made available for the best use of all members [7].

Thus, each member can use various resources available in the group, thus enriching their knowledge, which is not possible individually. For [8], the main features of an e-learning collaborative environment are:

1. Heterogeneous Grouping-Students, each distinct from each other on various parameters to work with the other;
2. Interaction between the parties-Students who need help, begin to interact with their peers, which can solve your purpose;
3. Individual responsibility-Each member is encouraged to share their knowledge with other group members;
4. The positive interdependence-Each member given the opportunity to share their experience with others, begins to feel that he/she is important and that all together are needed to succeed;
5. Skills-Cooperative cooperation rather than competition or isolation, is encouraged among students. Collaborative environments promote collaboration among students and enhance their skills triggered by learning within a group or learning in a virtual environment technology. Students are able to join actively in the construction of knowledge, helping in the creation, exchange and analysis of information and interactions during the group's learning OOP. Some benefits include private collaborative problem solving [10]:
   - Encourage students to verbalize their thinking;
   - To encourage students to work together;
   - Ask questions;
   - Explain and justify their opinions;
   - Students grow responsibility for their own learning and increase the possibility of solving problems or examine a variety of ways.

The collaborative learning has proven to be potential to improve critical thinking, the thought of drafting, social communication skills such as leadership, decision making, trust building and conflict management. In years of research to develop customized systems, the results has influenced the field of educational software [11].

3. Redu Educational Social Network: Teaching OOP

The social and educational software1 Redu, or simply Redu, is seeking an environment designed to meet a number of phenomena that occur in the processes of teaching and learning. The interface of Redu reflects the structures of teaching practice, from planning, through mediation processes of collaborative learning, to the assessment activities, monitoring and evaluation [12].

The adoption of Redu as a collaborative and mediation environment has positive consequences for the relationship between teachers and students [21]. On one hand, the teacher has the option of approaching the culture of younger generations, which opens a channel of communication fun and productive. Thus, the interaction time with each student may be higher, depending on the need of each. On the other, the relationship between teachers and students transforms from ‘one to one’ into ‘one to many’ relations [12].

The use of a social network for teaching OOP aims to seek and develop new forms of collaboration and communication. That can help students in the development of logical reasoning and problem solving. Thus, teaching OOP occurs collaboratively, leading students to situations where they were led to questions, problems and situations to solve problems with their peers, mediated by the teacher.

4. Method

The experiment was divided into three stages. The first one was composed by training teachers and students to use Redu. In the second step was initiated using the social software Redu by two professors of OOP. During this step, we observed the use of the platform by users. In the last step, we performed a semi-structured interview with teachers participating in the experiment.

4.1. Participants

Two teachers (P1 and P2), the disciplines of Object Oriented Programming, acting course Higher Degree in Computer Science from Federal Institute of Science and Technology of Tocantins-Campus Porto Nacional participated in this experiment.

Students of research are between from 18 to 40 years old. Regarding the length of use of computers, 20% of students have already been using computers for more than 5 years, 60% have used no more than 5 years and at least 1 year, and 20% for less have used more than 1 year. All the students participating in the research has used at least one of these social networks: Twitter, Orkut, Facebook.

4.2. Procedures

---

1 http://www.redu.com.br
A class of thirty (30) students (An) of college degree in computing enrolled a face-to-face object oriented programming course. The discipline of object-oriented programming was complementary structured in the Redu platform attending the school proposals, but also benefit of opportunities to collaborate through synchronous and asynchronous communication and to simulate algorithms through a JAVA API. Application programmer interfaces (APIs) that deal not in terms of functions but in terms of objects [22].

4.3. Data Analysis

For the analysis and categorization of data we adopted the qualitative analysis software NVivo®. This tool helped the data categorization process and the elaborating of hierarchy of categories as a tree. Data analysis was developed through a process of construction of categories or themes, that: “capture repeated patterns in most of the data collected.” [14].

Analysis of the interactions was performed using thematic categories created retrospectively. Categories are created according the repeatedly occurring situations identified in the collected data. They represent the various issues discussed by the teachers throughout the course of object-oriented programming.

Data analysis includes description and interpretation of the different facets of phenomena being investigated. The final interpretation underwent the hardships and needs experienced by the teachers during the teaching using Redu platform.

4.4. Requirements Elicitation

After data collection and categorization, it will be proposed requirements arising from the teachers’ needs to build prototypes of new interface to Redu, suggesting changes to be implemented in a new version of the system. The new design suggested should incorporate features that help reduce teachers’ efforts and improve the effectiveness of their teaching activities.

5. Results

In this section, we present the main indications of the structure of the forms of collaboration and interaction during the learning process of object-oriented programming mediated Social Network Education-Redu. Finally, the main requirements will be listed Durantes identified the stage of data analysis.

5.1. Peers Interaction: Collaboration

According to the subjects involved in the study, Redu makes possible efficient peer interaction through their communication tools. Regarding the question of the initiative, all subjects stated that in Redu, they participated actively and without shyness.

The flexibility to join activity at any time outside the classroom provides greater collaboration among students and teachers. This type of asynchronous communication available in Redu facilitated the participation of all. The extra time to research, study and reflection contributes to a qualitative improvement in the subjects’ participation in the interaction and improves the quality of contributions.

Teachers evaluated as positive the extra time for interaction outside the time in the classroom. They could have more time to solve students’ doubts and always provide a constructive debate.

Students’ interaction in Redu felt the desire of join a study group. There was a paradigm shift because teachers were previously seen as an element of the participant group research.

In the study of [15], the authors observed evidence that the teacher was seen by students as someone who was in the environment to assist them in the learning process, coming to assume a role of facilitator of the learning process as shown in Figure 1.

4.5. Simulator Inside the Social Software: Innovation in the OOP Teaching Environment

The API (Application Programming Interface) documentation of Redu is available at http://developers.redu.com.br. It aims to enable the integration of external software simulators in a in a simple and transparent way.

Through an API, a compiler was integrated in Redu and students could simulate algorithms using this application. In the same virtual learning environment could view the multimedia contents of the discipline and object-oriented programming without the need to use or install an IDE (Interphase Development) specific.

"Figure 1. Interaction of Students and Professor OOP"

In the study by [15] observed evidence that the teacher was seen by students as someone who was in the environment to help them in the learning process, and therefore takes on the role of facilitator of the learning process.

5.2. Simulator Inside the Social Software: Innovation in the OOP Teaching Environment

The API (Application Programming Interface) documentation of Redu is available at http://developers.redu.com.br. It aims to enable the integration of external software simulators in a in a simple and transparent way.

Through an API, a compiler was integrated in Redu and students could simulate algorithms using this application. In the same virtual learning environment could view the multimedia contents of the discipline and object-oriented programming without the need to use or install an IDE (Interphase Development) specific.

"Figure 2. Java API available in the Educational Social Network"
We observed a qualitative gain in learning. The Redu proved innovative as it gave the teacher a new methodology of teaching OOP outside of the classroom. Students could view the content of programming through another point of view and could stimulate collaboration between students and faculty. It was shown how the teacher could innovate in their practice creating new forms of interaction, including promoting interaction with students outside the classroom [16].

6. Discussion

In this section we present the requirements identified and generated from the data analysis to improve the educational social network Redu to teach object-oriented programming. The main objective will be to suggest changes to be implemented in a new version of Redu.

Summary of needs mentioned by the teachers in the process of preparation, teaching and evaluation:
- Uploading Java Class for a specific class
- Collaborate the same Java code while
- Establishment of a common interest in Group Redu
- Assessment with open questions
- Sending e-mail to all students of
- Uploading e-mail to students of a course
- Insert link in the message board course
- Mobility between course modules
- Create dependency between modules for student

7. Conclusions

This paper aims to present evidence that the platform Redu can be effective as a mediator platform for teaching OOP. We conclude that Redu proved to be a good option in the process of planning, teaching and assessment of the syllabus of object oriented programming. That’s because it is transparent to the realization of practical communication, providing mutual aid, simplification in the form of verbal communication. This set of factors facilitate collaborative learning and didactic teaching mediation in the context of a virtual learning network. It may help to promote reflection on teaching practice and changes in the relationship between teacher and student, thus creating new social relations.
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